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I. Economy

“A day doesn’t pass that 

I’m not surprised.”

-George Gilder

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

The United States remains the largest, the most diversified and the most important 
economy in the world.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

GDP = Consumption + Investment + Government + Net Exports + Inflation

Category Division Sub-division % of economy (2017)

Consumption 70%

Goods 25%

Durable 10%

Non-durable 15%

Services 45%

Business Investment 17%

Fixed Investment 17%

Non-residential 14%

Residential 3%

Changes in inventory 0%

Government Spending 17%

Federal 7%

State & Local 10%

Net Exports* -4%

Exports 13%

Imports 16%

*Figures may not foot, due to rounding

We are a consumption economy. 70% of our Gross Domestic Product is generated by 
consumption. 

However, business investment is also very important. It has a secondary impact upon 
consumption itself. For with investment comes productivity gains and the opportunity 
to generate better growth in the future.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I
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In general, retail sales have enjoyed a “second” recovery. The first one took place in the 
2010-2012 time period, after which a period of slower growth weighed on overall GDP 
growth. 

Over the past two years, we the US economy witnessed a reacceleration in growth due 
to a number of factors: in part, a weaker dollar, improved job growth, higher oil prices 
and better consumer confidence.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I
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The renaissance in growth can be seen more clearly in this chart.
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Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I
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Importantly, sales at gasoline stations have contributed significantly to growth in retail 
sales. While this is good news for oil companies and refineries, it is less positive if 
gasoline is the principal determinant of the reacceleration in economic growth more 
broadly. Sales at gasoline stations represent roughly 6% of retail sales, so are a 
relatively modest contributor barring wild moves.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I
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As shown in this chart, only in rare circumstances are major categories of retail sales 
deviating significantly from their norms. Sales at gasoline stations and food and 
drinking places are the primary areas to call out.

Notably, despite the headlines coming out of the non-store arena (e.g. Amazon), sales 
growth in the category remained remarkably consistent. Yes, it is very strong – up 
roughly 10% - but this is not abnormal.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I

Sales of new vehicles in the US have flattened out and may be declining. Sales of Auto 
and Other Motor Vehicles make up a significant (15%) portion of retail sales. Therefore, 
further attrition in new vehicle purchases could weigh on overall economic growth in 
the near-term.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I

Notably, the stocks have taken notice, with General Motors now well below its 52-week 
high and Ford – the manufacturer more concentrated in the US – especially weak.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I

Looking for a strong finish to 2018, into 2019, per the September ISM Non-Manufacturing Survey:

➢ “Starting peak holiday season ramp-up, [with] heavy importing. Building inventories of 

finished goods, replacement parts and supplies. Outlook very positive for [the] holidays 
and 2019.” (Information)

➢ “Business activity is up sharply due to the rush of purchase requests received prior to 
fiscal year 2018 funds expiring on September 30.” (Public Administration)

➢ “Our general state of business is strong, but there is a lot of uncertainty [about] the 
pending tariffs. This may cause a shift [in] production sites.” (Retail Trade)

There are some concerns about tariffs but this is primarily related to the uncertainty 
created. The underlying fundamentals appear to be strong.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Goods (25%)

C I G X I

Bulls Say:

➢ A tight labor market will give way to further wage gains, thereby increasing the ability of 

consumers to make discretionary purchases.

➢ The ability of non-store retailers to grow sales close to 10% speaks to the willingness of 
the consumer to spend if presented with a compelling offering.

Bears Say:

➢ Big-ticket purchases like autos are suffering from a maturation in the spending cycle. 
There is less pent-up demand today than 5 years ago.

➢ Rising gasoline prices and inflation will impinge on Consumer spending power
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

% of 2017 Services GDP Wtihin the Services Sector

Services 100.0%

Household consumption expenditures 95.8%

Housing and utilities 26.0%

Health care 26.2%

Transportation services 5.1%

Recreation services 6.0%

Food service and accommodations 9.7%

Financial services and insurance 10.4%

Other services 12.5%

4.2%

Final consumption expenditures of 

nonprofit institutions serving 

households

Housing and healthcare spending primarily determine consumption growth from the 
services side. 
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

In terms of housing, revenue at utilities are relatively flat, which means revenue growth 
probably won’t come from electricity or water consumption. However, with rising 
natural gas prices, this could change over the next 6-12 months.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

Healthcare stocks are showing revenue growth of ~13% over the previous year. Analysts 
expect this to continue, which should drive Consumption spending in the US economy.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

Johnson & Johnson saw minor deceleration in Q3:

➢ “As a final comment regarding the U.S. hospital setting, let me provide utilization trends. 

➢ For the second quarter of 2018, we saw an increase in hospital admissions of about 
1.5%. Surgical procedures were up approximately 1% and lab procedures were up 
about 2%. 

➢ Our preliminary estimates for the third quarter indicate a modest decline in hospital 
admissions growth to 1%, with surgical procedures and lab procedures growth 
consistent with the second quarter at approximately 1% and 2%, respectively.”

Johnson and Johnson has seen relatively consistent healthcare utilization trends.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

Profitability may be hurt but demand appears strong:

➢ “[Additional] logistics costs, both inbound and distribution, caused by increased 

governmental regulation, and a shortage of class-A drivers is leading to a significant 
increase in [the] cost of goods [sold].” (Accommodation & Food Services)

➢ “Business activity has been slightly higher than normal, though pharmaceutical costs 
continue to put pressure on profitability.” (Health Care & Social Assistance)

➢ “Overall positive outlook in the economy continues, but we are cautious due to 
limitations in available manpower.” (Professional, Scientific & Technical Services)

Cost pressure could hurt margins for companies but demand appears strong.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

Consumer confidence is approaching all-time highs, as measured by the Confidence 
Board. A confident consumer is more likely to spend money. But it is important to 
remember that this does not have a clear causal relationship to stocks. In fact, some 
argue that consumer confidence rises because stocks rise; not the other way around.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

Also playing a significant role in rising consumer confidence is the fact that consumers 
are taking home more money every week than any time they have in history. This chart 
is adjusted for inflation which means that this is purely additional discretionary 
spending power for the American people.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Consumption – Services (45%)

C I G X I

The improvement is even more evident when you zoom in on the recovery period. In 
fact, the median worker didn’t return to 2010 levels of typical weekly income until late 
2015.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

C I G X I

Bulls Say:

➢ An aging population will continue to spend more on healthcare services.

➢ A young population which is increasingly employed is more confident and more likely 
to spend money on service-related offerings like dining out.

Bears Say:

➢ As subscription services become bigger and bigger layers of the household budget, 
growth will necessarily begin to slow assuming wages do not rise at a similar pace.

➢ When talking about consumer confidence indicators, they are reflexive, mean-

reverting, and over-extended to the upside. If the stock market sells off, consumer
confidence could take a hit.

Consumption – Services (45%)
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

GDP = Consumption + Investment + Government + Net Exports + Inflation

GDP Framework

Category Division Sub-division % of economy (2017)

Consumption 70%

Goods 25%

Durable 10%

Non-durable 15%

Services 45%

Business Investment 17%

Fixed Investment 17%

Non-residential 14%

Residential 3%

Changes in inventory 0%

Government Spending 17%

Federal 7%

State & Local 10%

Net Exports* -4%

Exports 13%

Imports 16%

*Figures may not foot, due to rounding

Overall, autos make me somewhat cautious on the Goods portion of Consumption. 
However, continued strong underlying trends in Services provides for a positive outlook 
for consumption spending overall.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I

New Home Starts have leveled off lately. It is more likely that this is a pause rather than 
the beginning of a correction. However, it bears watching because if new home sales 
start to fall, that is negative for broad economic growth overall.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I

The homebuilder stocks are now down well over 10% from their 52-week highs. This 
decline has continued early in Q4. It should not be surprising given the pause in new 
home sales but we are looking to avoid this “correction” becoming systemic.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I

The Philadelphia Fed’s dispersion index of capital expenditures 6 months from now is 
beginning to level off. 2018 was indeed an “investment” year. It will be interesting to 
see what capital expenditures look like as businesses begin to plan for 2019 over the 
next 3 months.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I

The CEO confidence indicator continues to hold up well.

Jamie Dimon, Q3 2018 Conference Call, 10/12/18: 

“So to me, overall, it's a good thing, particularly because the economy is strong. And so I 
do expect rates will continue to go up. We don't bet the company on that. That's just my 
own expectation. I'd put much higher odds at it being at 4% than most other people. But 
again, the economy is strong. So as long as it's a normalized and strong economy, it’s a 
good thing. And the economy could be strong for a while. I mean, Marianne pointed out 
wages are going up. Participation's going up. Credit that's been written is pristine. 
Housing's in short supply. Confidence, both small business, consumers is extraordinarily 
high. And that could drive a lot of growth for a while in spite of some of the headwinds 
out there.”
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I
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Software and Research & Development spending is 23% of business investment. 
Therefore, the deceleration predicted by analysts in 2019 could pose negative 
consequences for overall economic growth. In addition, the importance of technology 
to both the US economy and US stock market in particular could create negative 
externalities.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I
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Gartner isn’t the only entity forecasting a decline in technology spending growth. 
Analysts following Microsoft expect revenue growth to begin to level out in the low-
single-digits in 2019.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Private Investment (17%)

C I G X I

Profitability may be hurt but demand appears strong; tariffs playing a role:

➢ “General available capacity at suppliers continues to decrease, creating supply issues.” 

(Machinery)

➢ “Suppliers are impacted by China tariffs, [which is] delaying or cancelling 
manufacturing transfer projects.” (Miscellaneous Manufacturing)

➢ “The market is in a state of chaos with the latest round of tariffs. As an electronics 
original equipment manufacturer, our component prices have been impacted almost 
across the board. The tariffs have caused a mass rush to buy up inventories of affected 
products in order to minimize the long-term financial impact. This, in turn, is causing 
market constraints, which further drive up the cost and increase lead times.” (Computer 

& Electronic Products)

➢ “Business is strong and relatively stable. Tariffs are putting pressure on Chinese imports. 
Labor rates are increasing as it is very difficult to find help.” (Furniture & Related 
Products)
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ Reports of the decline in cap ex cycle are greatly exaggerated…usually by doubters of 

the American people.

➢ The data are inarguably strong. The future is inherently uncertain. Therefore, stick to 
what we know…and that is strong.

Bears Say:

➢ Capital spending has been boosted by one-time incentives like accelerated
depreciation and tax cuts. While investment may continue, the rate is likely to slow.

➢ Higher interest rates will increase the cost of capital, thereby reducing the number of 
projects that companies find it worthwhile to pursue.

C I G X I

Private Investment (17%)

Marianne Lake, JPM’s CFO, 10/12/18: 

“So I would say – and first of all, obviously, we'll give you more thoughts on forward-
looking guidance today. But just generically, I wouldn't really put tax reform as being a 
primary reason for what we're doing on the investments. I would say that we have 
identified the opportunity to accelerate capabilities that are consistent with our clients' 
strategic long-term goals. And so we've been leaning into that this year. And so it was a 
pretty sizable step-up this year. Acknowledging that, we wouldn't necessarily expect to 
see that continue. But we're going to carry on investing in technology, adding bankers, 
opening branches, launching new products, so that we're sort of defending the long-
term growth and profitability of the company.”
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

GDP = Consumption + Investment + Government + Net Exports + Inflation

GDP Framework

Category Division Sub-division % of economy (2017)

Consumption 70%

Goods 25%

Durable 10%

Non-durable 15%

Services 45%

Business Investment 17%

Fixed Investment 17%

Non-residential 14%

Residential 3%

Changes in inventory 0%

Government Spending 17%

Federal 7%

State & Local 10%

Net Exports* -4%

Exports 13%

Imports 16%

*Figures may not foot, due to rounding

Overall, concerns about a pause in new home sales and a deceleration in technology 
spending growth makes us somewhat cautious on business investment going forward. 
However, it is important to bear in mind that we see this more of a “deep breath” than 
a heart attack.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

State & Local

C I G X I

State and local tax receipt growth is up strongly from the year ago period. This bodes 
well for local government spending and could be positive for spending within school 
districts as well as on local infrastructure.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Federal

C I G X I

On the federal side, the outlook is highly uncertain but it is unlikely large moves either 
way will drive the economy into 2019. When Republicans are in office, Democrats 
complain about the federal budget deficit. When Democrats are in office, Republicans 
complain about the federal budget deficit. It is highly improbably that tariff income will 
compensate for lost tax revenue arising out of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ State and Local income tax receipts are rising at a faster rate than they have since the 

beginning of the recovery. This, coupled with maturing infrastructure opportunities, 
bodes well for the dollars to be spent.

➢ Federal spending will be dragged higher by non-discretionary healthcare and social 
security spend, coupled with Republican leadership unwilling to cut defense spending.

Bears Say:

➢ Lower tax rates will increase the deficit, requiring the federal government to reduce 
discretionary purchases. Tariffs will not make up the shortfall.

➢ An uncertain political environment bodes poorly for increased spending.

Government Spending (17%)

C I G X I
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

GDP = Consumption + Investment + Government + Net Exports + Inflation

GDP Framework

Category Division Sub-division % of economy (2017)

Consumption 70%

Goods 25%

Durable 10%

Non-durable 15%

Services 45%

Business Investment 17%

Fixed Investment 17%

Non-residential 14%

Residential 3%

Changes in inventory 0%

Government Spending 17%

Federal 7%

State & Local 10%

Net Exports* -4%

Exports 13%

Imports 16%

*Figures may not foot, due to rounding

Overall, a positive outlook for local government spending is offset by a muted outlook 
for federal spending.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Net Exports (-4%)

C I G X I

After briefly rising in the first half of the year, it appears the balance of trade may once 
again shift negative as a result of a strengthening USD, continued underlying 
international economic trends, and the threat of tariffs.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Net Exports (-4%) (US Dollar)

C I G X I

The US dollar weakened roughly 13% from the end of 2016 through to the beginning of 
2018. This is a boon for exporters. However, in 2018 as the other economies have 
weakened and the US economy has strengthened, the US dollar has also strengthened. 
This is a self-correcting phenomena that is likely to hinder net exports over the next 6-
12 months.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

GDP = Consumption + Investment + Government + Net Exports + Inflation

GDP Framework

Category Division Sub-division % of economy (2017)

Consumption 70%

Goods 25%

Durable 10%

Non-durable 15%

Services 45%

Business Investment 17%

Fixed Investment 17%

Non-residential 14%

Residential 3%

Changes in inventory 0%

Government Spending 17%

Federal 7%

State & Local 10%

Net Exports* -4%

Exports 13%

Imports 16%

*Figures may not foot, due to rounding

Despite a brief boost to net exports early in the year, it appears the balance of trade is 
beginning to deteriorate and could get quite a bit worse.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Net Exports (US Dollar)

C I G X I

The Fed’s preferred market-based measure of future inflation has remained remarkably 
stable right around 2%, despite the Fed’s interest rate hikes. This is where the Fed likes 
to keep inflation expectations. As a result, if we see these expectations begin to rise, 
the Fed is likely to raise rates faster than expected. If we see these expectations begin 
to fall, the Fed is likely to be slower to raise rates.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ Growth may be a little slower in 2019 but this is still a strong economy and it has been 

surprising to the upside for the last 3 years. 2019 could be a continuation of that trend. 

➢ Extra money from lower taxes and higher wages will trickle back into the economy with
a multiplier effect.

Bears Say:

➢ Tariffs will begin to weigh on sentiment, force inflation higher and result in the Fed raising 
rates faster than warranted. This will reduce growth below expectations in 2019.

➢ Trees don’t go to the sky. There will be reversion to the mean and, 10 years into an 
expansionary period, the reversion is likely to come sooner rather than later.

The US Economy in 4 Bullets

C I G X I
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II. Markets

Louis Winthorpe III: Look, it tells 

time simultaneously in Monte 
Carlo, Beverly Hills, London, 
Paris, Rome, and Gstaad.

Pawnbroker: In Philadelphia, it's 
worth 50 bucks.

-Trading Places

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Something’s value is ultimately determined by how much another person is willing to 
pay for that something. The US equity markets over the last number of years have been 
characterized by people who are willing to pay more for companies than the previous 
owner.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

German stocks are correcting significantly year-to-date.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Italy’s peak came later but the fall has been more dramatic as a new populist 
government has created uncertainty within the EU. Currently, the government is 
involved in intense negotiations regarding its budget proposal. The European Union 
wants a more “austere” budget than the one currently proposed.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

In the UK, a volatile first nine months has seen the market decline 10%, rally by even 
more, and then fall another 10%. The concerns right now are potential “popping” of 
the London real estate bubble, negotiations on the new Brexit deal, and a leveling off in 
growth expectations.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

As a result of Europe’s issues, the currency has depreciated almost 10% this year. The 
cheaper currency (and subsequent stabilization) could be a sign that Europe has 
actually found an equilibrium and that economic fundamentals and stocks will have 
bottomed within the next 3-9 months.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Similarly, the British pound has also depreciated against the US dollar. This could bode 
well for UK exports to the United States but is unlikely to do as much for the UK 
economy because the euro has also depreciated.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Japan’s stock market has been relatively steady after a rocky start to the year. 
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

The Chinese stock market is the worst performing developed economy so far this year. 
The residential real estate cycle is maturing and China’s government will need to deliver 
a new package of stimulus in order to stabilize the economy. 
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

As a result of the weak economy, the Chinese currency has weakened significantly over 
the past six months. In this chart upward moves means that the US dollar is 
strengthening against the yuan. While China has publicly said that it will not further 
weaken the yuan in order to stimulate growth, such a statement is more than a little 
hard to believe.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

This chart from earlier shows the US dollar and how it has strengthened against a 
basket of international currencies since the Global Financial Crisis.
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International Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ European markets have digested the weakness. The weaker euro should flow through

to help strengthen exports in the region.

➢ China will figure out a way to stimulate the economy similar to what they did toward 
the end of 2015 and during the beginning of 2016.

Bears Say:

➢ Foreign market weakness is a symptom of poor US trade policies which appear to be 
getting worse before they get better.

➢ Internationally, credit is overextended and needs to be reset. European banks remain 
undercapitalized and Chinese credit quality remains opaque.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Interest rates are no longer zero. If you lend money to the government for 2 years, 
Uncle Sam will pay you nearly 3% per year.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

The same is true for 10 years, although the recovery in interest rates has been less 
pronounced.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Note that the recovery in 30-year interest rates has been the weakest of all.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

This chart shows the extra money the government will pay you for lending to them for 
10 years compared to lending to them for 2 years. Currently, the spread is only 0.30%. 
Historically, after this indicator crosses zero, there is generally an 18-36 month window 
in which a recession will begin. However, the sample size is too small to draw any 
statistically significant conclusions from such a fact.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Mortgage rates are rising. The benchmark 30-year mortgage rate is now ~4.75%.
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Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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Impact of Higher Mortgage Rates on Home Affordability (30-year, fixed, $2,000/month)

Higher mortgage rates pose a real problem for house prices if they move by a large 
amount…
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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But in the relevant range, they don’t objectively impact home affordability all that 
much. 

Nevertheless, it is enough to give some consumers subjective sticker shock. Pulte 
Homes, in its quarterly earnings call said that while “home buying interest remains 
high, affordability may be becoming a bigger hurdle for potential buyers to 
overcome….The conversion rate of prospect to contract signing was down in Q3.” 

Interestingly, Pulte notes that the “affordability challenges are really more self-imposed 
by the buyers that are out shopping…they’re making a decision to say my overall 
payment is higher than what I’m comfortable with.” It’s not really that buyers are 
signing and getting declined.
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Interest Rates Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ Higher interest rates are a symptom of a strong economy. Therefore, whatever “braking

effects” rates have on the economy are a good problem to have.

➢ Interest rates remain very low historically and won’t significantly change investing 
methodologies for businesses or private citizens.

Bears Say:

➢ The market recovery has been fueled by cheap money. Now that this is going away, 
the oxygen is quickly leaving the room.

➢ The US might be able to handle higher interest rates but other regions (like Europe) are 
on much shakier footing. This will reverberate back to the US.
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S&P 500 Return

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Markets have rallied strongly after their correction in February. Note the divergence 
between US market performance and the performance of equity markets elsewhere in 
the world.
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S&P 500 Return

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

The S&P growth index continues to outperform the S&P value index. 
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Market return data as of close of business on April 12, 2018

S&P 500 Return

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

And although the outperformance persisted in Q3, the Growth index didn’t pull away 
until the end of the quarter. In fact, for a brief period in July, the Value index was 
outperforming.
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Bloomberg, Narwhal Capital

Performance YTD September August July

Inflation  

conditions

Growth 

conditions

Interest rate 

conditions

Health Care 17.8% 2.4% 4.5% 5.8% Moderate Moderate Moderate

Information Technology 15.7% 0.9% 6.3% 1.9% Low High Moderate

Communication Services 14.3% 0.9% 1.0% -3.7% Low Moderate Low

Consumer Discretionary 9.0% 1.9% 2.4% 1.9% Low High Low

Industrials 8.9% -1.9% 1.1% 7.8% Moderate High Moderate

Energy 8.6% 1.3% -4.2% 1.2% High Moderate Low

Utilities 2.3% -1.0% 1.9% 2.2% Moderate Low Low

Real Estate 1.8% -2.0% 2.8% 0.8% Moderate Moderate Low

Financials -2.1% -2.0% 1.1% 4.4% Moderate High High

Consumer Staples -4.6% 0.0% 1.5% 3.7% Moderate Low Low

Materials -6.4% -0.1% -1.3% 3.4% High High Moderate

S&P 500 Return

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Following the redrawing of S&P 500 sectors, Health Care is now the best performing 
sector year-to-date. Slower-moving sectors like financials, consumer staples and real 
estate continue to lag Technology and Health Care.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Return

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Performance YTD September August July June May April March February January

S&P 500 TR 10.56% 0.43% 3.03% 3.60% 0.48% 2.16% 0.27% -2.69% -3.89% 5.62%

Stdev 8.30% 1.59% 2.75% 2.97% 3.25% 2.33% 3.78% 2.80% 3.19% 4.33%

Interestingly, market breadth has improved in recent months. The standard deviation 
among sectors in the S&P 500 is the lowest it has been all year, suggesting that the 
equity moves are broad based. Broad-based moves are positive when the market is up 
and negative when the market is down.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Valuation

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Despite claims to the contrary, the S&P 500 Price/Earnings ratio is actually right in line 
with its 60 year average. Note that the dotted line is based off of 2019 earnings 
expectations rather than firm results.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Valuation

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Margins are historically strong but not unheard of.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Valuation

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

On a price to sales basis, the market is arguably over-valued.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Valuation

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

But we also have lower corporate debt levels relative to earnings than we have had for 
at least the last 30 years.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

S&P 500 Valuation

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

We also have some of the lowest debt levels as a percent of total assets than we’ve had 
for at least the last 30 years. In fairness, much of this is due to the recapitalization of 
the banking sector in 2008.
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US Equities Analysis

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Bulls Say:

➢ Valuations are not stretched from a P/E perspective and firms have materially lower 

debt levels than pre-global financial crisis.

➢ There is increasing participation in the stock market rally throughout the year, 
suggesting broad-based support for valuations and US stocks in general.

Bears Say:

➢ Profit margins are unlikely to go much higher and may fall dramatically as a result of 
tariffs and currency pressure.

➢ Price to sales ratios are high historically and the market is being led by traditionally 
volatile biotech and technology stocks.
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III. Politics

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Who is more angry?
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Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

According to Goldman Sachs research, the government’s withdrawal from economic 
support will still be supportive of GDP, but less strongly so.
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Standard and Poors, Narwhal Capital

Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

The speed of Fed rate hike remains far more accommodative than past interest rate 
hiking cycles.
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Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Notably, there is no clear trend with respect to mid-term election performance and 
subsequent stock market performance…
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Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

…as Goldman Sachs’ analysis discovered.
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FiveThirtyEight

Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

For what its worth, FiveThirtyEight – a politics website – believes Republicans are in the 
driver’s seat when it comes to the Senate…
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FiveThirtyEight

Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

…but Democrats are likely to take the House of Representatives.
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RealClearPolitics

Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

RealClearPolitics’ analysis appears to concur.
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Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Although President Trump’s approval rating has recovered, it doesn’t seem like it has 
been enough to convince congressional voters to change their votes…yet. A couple 
significant weeks remain prior to the elections.
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Policy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion

Democrats Say:

➢ This election will be a referendum on the Trump presidency. As a result of volatile

economic and foreign policy, Democrats will romp to a large majority in the House and 
could take the Senate as well.

➢ Democrats have won majorities in the presidential popular vote in 6 of the past 7
elections. This should result in a natural advantage in the House of Representatives.

Republicans Say:

➢ This election will be a referendum on the Trump presidency. As a result of excellent 
economic and foreign policy, Republicans will preserve a majority in the House and 

extend its lead in the Senate.

➢ Democrats typically turn out more for presidential elections than midterms. If this holds 
true, Republicans could cling on in the Senate but still may drop the House.
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IV. 5 Predictions
for the next 6 Months

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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USA Today

1) Politics won’t have an impact on the economy but…

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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2) Gas prices will have an impact on the economy

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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Forbes, Ford 

3) Dogs of the Dow continue to suffer

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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4) International economies begin to normalize

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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Chicago Tribune

5) Alabama beats Clemson in the National Championship 

Introduction PoliticsMarketsEconomy Conclusion
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QUESTIONS?
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We certify that the opinions and predictions set forth in Narwhal Capital Management publications are, for better or worse, our professional 
beliefs at the time of publication.

We are not under duress or pressure from any of the corporate entities mentioned, nor do we intend to do business with them on the 
investment banking or advisory side of things. Nor is this a solicitation or inducement to take action, whether buying or selling, based upon the 
opinions presented. Again, this publication is a summarization of our professional beliefs and actions that have occurred in the past. We are 
not “selling” nor attempting to convince the reader of any one particular course of action.

Although we are investment advisors, our publications are not to be construed as investment advice. Quite frankly, this publication is a 
snapshot of our research and opinions. We strive to be as impartial, insightful and accurate as possible. We do base our opinions, analysis, and 
calculations on information and analysis that we believe to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee that they are either accurate or complete. 
We may change our minds about any item mentioned and we will not necessarily update them in print. We can guarantee that our research 
and opinions will sometimes be flat out wrong. This may be from subjective blind spots, mistakes, ignorance, uncertainty of predicting events, 
or emotional bias. However, we prefer that our predictions/opinions/research be proven right 100% of the time, and that the stocks our clients 
own go up, not down, therefore you can assume some level of self-interest and “hope” is present in this and all future publications.

At the time of publication employees of Narwhal Capital Management may or may not have held positions in the securities detailed in this 
report.

Unless otherwise noted, all financial data for investments accessed via the Bloomberg Terminal.

Finally, we must disclose that PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS.

Conclusion

Disclosure
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